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Welcome to Camp JPII 2019!

For 17 years, Camp JPII has offered camp opportunities to the broader Hendersonville community that represent a unique blend of summer fun and moments of enrichment and education. Our goal is to create an atmosphere in which campers feel confident and excited to develop their current interests and to explore new ones. We also hope that your camper will make new friends and create life long memories.

Camp JPII runs for four weeks, from June 3rd to June 28th. Our camps run Monday through Friday with morning camps offered 9:00 am to 12:00 pm and afternoon camps offered from 12:30 pm to 3:30 pm. We offer a variety of art, academic, and athletic camps aimed at ages preschool through 12th grade. This summer, we welcome back such camp favorites as Science Sleuths, Volleyball, ACT Camp, History of Warfare through Dodgeball, Artist Trading Cards, Robotics, All Sports, Track, Essay Writing, Cheerleading, and Dance. We are also excited about such new offerings as Bowling, Disney, Art Camp for Younger Kids, Myths and Legends, Algebra Boot Camp, and History of Warfare through Zombies. Per your requests, we have also split the Basketball Camp into a Girls camp in the morning and a Boys camp in the afternoon. With 47 camp offerings, now more than ever Camp JPII has something for every age, every interest, and every skill set.

To support our parents and your busy schedules, we also offer before care, after care, and lunch meal options.

Our camp sponsors are eager to serve you and your campers on this beautiful campus. We look forward to sharing a happy camp experience with you and to seeing you in June!

Camp JPII Staff
Algebra Boot Camp (New Offering)  
**Kim Childress**  
KIM.CHILDRESS@JP2HS.ORG

Ages 14 to 17  
This camp is designed to transition incoming JPII freshmen to advanced math courses at JPII. The goal of the camp is to teach and review the required Algebra I skills to be successful in Geometry and beyond. The course will focus heavily on graphing functions using transformations and solving linear, quadratic, and rational equations. Students must be attending JPII and entering into Geometry or Algebra II as freshmen to sign up for this camp.

Kim Childress is a math teacher at JPII, along with sponsoring the Mu Alpha Theta Math Honor Society. She has been teaching advanced algebra classes and coaching at JPII since the fall of 2015. Ms. Childress previously taught mathematics grades 7-12 for 11 years in Metro Nashville Public Schools.

Golf Camp  
**Chris Wantz**  
CHRISWANTZ@COMCAST.NET

Ages 7 to 17  
Golf camp will cover the basics of golf. The full-swing fundamentals will be covered, including grip, posture, alignment, and ball position. The camp will also cover short game basics, including pitching, chipping, putting, and bunker play. Each camper will be given one on one as well as group instruction in each area of the game. Campers will also have the opportunity to put their skills to the test through fun competitions and playing on a mini course. Please note that the cost of the camp includes a $25 greens fee and that campers must be dropped off and picked up at Twelve Stones Golf Course. COST $170.

Chris Wantz is the head men and women's golf coach at JPII and has served in this position for the last 13 seasons. She has been a member of the PGA of America since 1999. Coach Wantz brings over 20 years teaching experience.

Disney Camp (New Offering)  
**Michael Patton**  
MICHAEL.PATTON@JP2HS.ORG

Ages 5 to 13  
Campers will play games and complete activities based on favorite Disney movies. Costumes and accessories will be encouraged, and a daily list will be sent out in advance. Campers will watch favorite Disney films such as Aladdin, Toy Story, Little Mermaid, and others, while creating arts and crafts and acting out favorite scenes. Our camp will also feature Disney-themed snacks, singalongs, and more.

Michael Patton has taught English at JPII for seven years. He has three kids at home who watch movies with him regularly.

Essay Writing for High School Students  
**Paul Saboe**  
PAUL.SABOE@JP2HS.ORG

Ages 12 to 18  
Through a variety of fun and entertaining exercises and drills, campers will be taught the basics of identifying different types of essay questions, forming a thesis statement, crafting a topic sentence, gathering facts and details, presenting careful analysis, and incorporating information from primary source documents. This promises to be a great way to better master essay writing in the Social Sciences and to get a leg up for the upcoming academic year.

Paul Saboe is a history teacher at JPII, as well as the Model United Nations coach. Mr. Saboe earned a B.A. in Public Policy from Washington and Lee University and first worked as an Inspector for the Office of Inspector General, Department of Justice before entering the education field. One of the founding teachers, he has taught at JPII for seventeen years.

Science Sleuths: Discovering the Unseen World  
**Jennifer Dye**  
JENNIFER.DYE@JP2HS.ORG

Ages 7 to 12  
Many things in our world are not visible to us, yet they impact our lives. This year the JPII Science Sleuths will conduct experiments in order to observe the unseen marvels in the world. Each day will also include a challenge activity to get students involved in investigating science and even do a little engineering. Multiple experiments will be conducted across many topics in science including life, earth, and physical sciences. Come “see” what Science Sleuths is all about!

Jennifer Dye is the founding science department chair at JPII and the director of innovation. She has led the department in innovative changes by inverting the curriculum to a Physics First approach and implementing modeling instruction. She has led the Science Sleuths camp since JPII began and many of those students are graduates of JPII.

Boys Basketball  
**Charles Wade**  
CHARLES.WADE@JP2HS.ORG

Ages 7 to 14  
The JPII Men's Basketball coaches and players will demonstrate and teach solid foundation for all fundamentals of the game, motivation, sportsmanship, and positive self-esteem. Each camper will receive instruction in all aspects of play, including ball handling, passing, catching, shooting, offensive spacing and moving, and defense. Our teaching progression takes into account various skill differences. Therefore to make the most of learning opportunities, all campers are evaluated and placed within groups of similar ability, regardless of age through small group instruction, station work, drills, and game experience from simulated game situations, 3 on 3, and 5 on 5.

Charles Wade is the head men's varsity basketball coach and director of admissions at JPII. Coach Wade played college basketball at Trevecca Nazarene University. Before arriving at JPII, Coach Wade was a physical education teacher and a football and basketball coach for Metro Nashville Public Schools for 13 years, most recently at Bellevue Middle School.

Girls Basketball  
**Angi Puckett**  
ANGLPUCKETT@JP2HS.ORG

Ages 7 to 14  
The JPII Lady Knights basketball coaches and players will demonstrate and teach the basics, fundamentals, concepts and drills. The camp will be divided into different group situations and drills. The camp will be conducted by the Lady Knights basketball staff. Campers will be separated into groups of similar ability, regardless of age through small group instruction, station work, drills, and game experience. COST $170.

Angi Puckett was the head coach of Spanish Fort High School in Spanish Fort, Alabama.
**June 3rd - June 7th 12:30 P.M. - 3:30 P.M.**

**History of World War II through Axis & Allies**

**Paul Saboe**

**Ages 9 to 18**

This camp is for those who love reading about famous battles or watching documentaries on the History Channel and who enjoy playing board games, especially those that require cunning and strategy. This camp will focus exclusively on World War II using the Axis and Allies Anniversary Edition board game and the Axis and Allies 1940 Europe and Axis and Allies 1940 Pacific board games (5 feet of World War II action, over 1,000 military units to command), history lectures, and documentaries, to teach campers about World War II and to give campers the chance to change the entire course of the war through our board game simulation.

For bio, see page 4.

**Junior Cheerleading**

**Whitney Whittaker**

**Ages 6 to 10**

At Junior Cheerleading Camp, we will focus on the fundamentals of cheerleading for young cheerleaders. The JPII Football and Competition Cheerleaders will teach sideline cheers, a dance and the basics of jumps and stunting! We emphasize the proper technique on all skills at camp to help prepare each individual for their next step in cheerleading! We will show off all of their new skills at a pep rally for parents at the end of the week!

Whitney Whittaker is the football and competition cheerleading coach at JPII. Coach Whittaker cheered for her high school squad, as well as an all-girls and co-ed all-star team throughout high school. She was an All-American cheerleader throughout high school and was selected to the UCA staff upon graduation, where she cheered throughout college.

**Knights Success Program (KSP)**

**Casey Raybourne**

**Ages 13 to 18**

Students invited and enrolled in the Knight Success Program (KSP) summer course are required to complete this course for entry to JPII. This course is designed to introduce KSP students to JPII’s academic expectations. Students will experience aspects of JPII culture, expectations, and begin to develop self-awareness. Students will practice skills based off their learning style and begin to see methods they prefer in studying, preparing, and practicing. Students will be introduced to academic terminology and “best practices” used at JPII such as “annotations” and “DBQ.” Students will become familiar with college preparation level writing, active reading, and how to approach science and math. Students will be guided in learning skills, strategies, and tools for organization, preparation, and self-awareness. Students will use the summer reading novel to practice active reading strategies. Please note that this is an invitation only class. If the JPII Admissions Office did not invite your child to take this summer course, they may opt to take the Study Skills course taught by Mrs. Susan Deely during the same time period.

Casey Raybourne teaches U.S. history and is the lead instructor for the Knights Success Program (KSP). With 15 years teaching experience, she has enjoyed the opportunity to work with students of all ages. Along with teaching, Mrs. Raybourne coaches basketball at JPII. Her passion outside of teaching includes spending time with her family, especially her three boys. Mrs. Raybourne’s desire in teaching is to instill passion in her students and assist them in becoming their best student.

**Study Skills for High School Students**

**Susan Deely**

**Ages 12 to 18**

This course is designed for students who wish to excel in the classroom. Students will practice techniques, skills, and strategies in order to be successful in all subject areas. We will explore the student’s individual learning styles. The class will include test taking, skill building, active reading techniques, approaching math, preparing for long term projects, note taking with different teaching styles, organization, and time management. This class will build the student’s confidence for the new school year.

Susan Deely teaches 11th grade English and works with the Knights Success Program at JPII. With 18 years experience in education from San Diego, CA, she has enjoyed being a volleyball and track coach, teacher, and administrator. Her passions include being with her family, especially her two young children. Unleashing creativity and helping to foster imagination in each student is Mrs. Deely’s inspiration for teaching.

**Nintendo Camp (New Offering)**

**Michael Patton**

**Ages 5 to 13**

Campers will play video games each day, using their own personal devices and/or consoles that we will have set up at camp. In addition to playing games and competing in tournaments, campers will complete daily activities related to the games being played. As we discuss the history of the Nintendo company, campers will play games ranging from Super Mario Bros., for the original NES to current titles, such as Super Smash Bros. Ultimate. Daily activities will include Nintendo-related arts and crafts, in addition to learning and creating Nintendo-based song parodies. (Personal devices are welcome but are not mandatory.)

Michael Patton has taught English at JPII for seven years. He has three kids at home who play video games with him regularly.

**Track: On your Mark, Get Set, Go!**

**Kim Childress**

**Ages 7 to 14**

Join us for a Track and Cross-Country Camp and come experience and learn running techniques, drills, strength and conditioning, and field events including long jump, high jump, shot put, and discuss. Have fun competing in relays, obstacles courses, and team challenges while improving your skills as an athlete. Prizes and Food awarded throughout the week! Make sure to wear your tennis shoes.

Kim Childress is a math teacher at JPII, as well as the head coach for the cross-country and track teams. Coach Childress has been coaching track and field at the middle school and high school level since 2004. She has coached two state champion athletes at East Nashville Magnet High School, where her team placed 2nd in the state in 2011. Coach Childress loves running and still competes in 5Ks and half marathons around the Nashville area. She has been teaching Advanced Algebra classes and coaching at JPII since the fall of 2015.

Betsy Pierpaoli has worked in the JPII Business Office since the school’s opening in 2002, and is the JPII assistant cross country coach and assistant track coach. With a passion for running that was fostered in high school, Coach Pierpaoli has run 20 half marathons, four full marathons, and completed one half ironman, and is looking forward to sharing that passion with younger runners, enabling them to develop their running skills.
**ACT Primer**  
**Ages 14 to 19**

Patrick Connolly/Amanda Peper  
patrick.connolly@jp2hs.org  
amanda.peper@jp2hs.org

Here’s a one-stop, concentrated prep class geared specifically to those taking the ACT exam on July 13. The ACT Primer Review offers an overview of each of the four tests and the skills they assess, plus types of questions to expect, strategies for answering questions, practice sessions, and resources for further study and practice in the weeks leading up to the test. Strategies for approaching the Writing Exam are also included. Campers are required to read the ACT Primer Review by Scott 2018—2019 Edition. An online prep program is also available at school preo or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online prep or online pre
**Altered Book Workshop (New Offering)**  
**Cassidy Johnson ’12**  
Ages 12 to 18

Artwork is never made in a bubble and always requires some sort of outside inspiration. In this workshop, students will explore the various ways in which an old book can serve as that source of inspiration by physically altering the pages and binding to make an entirely new and interactive work of art. We will learn about techniques such as mixed media drawing/painting, collage, sculpture, book-binding, and storytelling. At the end of the workshop, students will bring home a unique work of art that is sneakily disguised as a book.

For bio, see page 8.

---

**Softball**  
**Jody Brothers**  
**jv8@comcast.net**  
Ages 8 to 14

Join Coach Brothers and JPII players and learn the fundamentals of softball in a fun environment. Campers will be taught the techniques of throwing, catching, pitching, fielding, base running, base stealing, and hitting. Campers must bring their softball gear, cleats and tennis shoes.

Jody Brothers is the head softball coach at JPII as well as the athletic director for St. Joseph School in Madison, TN.

**Volleyball**  
**Kim Shaver**  
**kim.shaver@jp2hs.org**  
Ages 8 to 13

Come join Lady Knights players and staff at JPII Girls Volleyball Camp! This camp will provide a fundamental environment for beginning players to learn and improve court movement along with the very basics of volleyball! Campers will use lighter balls and a modified court size to ensure success for all beginners! This camp will also provide a more intense learning environment for intermediate/advanced players to grow in expertise and hone all of their volleyball skills. Each camper will receive instruction in ball control, passing, setting, hitting, serving, and defense. Individual drills, group instruction, and game experience will meet the needs of all ages and ability levels.

Kim Shaver is the head volleyball coach at JPII. Coach Shaver played volleyball at Tennessee Tech University. She has been the head coach of JPII’s volleyball team for 10 years, and has coached over 20 combined seasons at the high school, middle school, and club level.

---

**Bowling (New Offering)**  
**Vicki Dorr**  
**vicki.dorr@jp2hs.org**  
Ages 8 to 15

The JPII Bowling coaches and players will teach campers the fundamentals of bowling, helping them develop a deeper understanding and appreciation of the sport. Campers will spend time in the classroom, where they will learn basic concepts such as how to score a game, and work with specialized equipment that will help develop proper alignment, power, balance, etc. They will then spend time at Hendersonville Strike & Spare, performing drills to help develop their approach and swing. On the last day, they will put all of their knowledge to the test as they face off in a real match against their fellow campers.

Bowling shoes and balls will be provided by the lanes. Campers with their own equipment (bowling ball, shoes, bag, etc.) are welcome to bring them to the camp. Please note that this camp includes a $20 lane fee. COST $165

**Cheerleading**  
**Cyndi Glenn**  
**cyndi.glenn@jp2hs.org**  
Ages 11 to 14

At JPII Cheerleading Camp, we focus on the fundamentals of cheerleading. JPII Cheerleaders will teach sideline cheers, jumps, stunts, a dance and most importantly, teamwork! We emphasize the proper technique on all skills at camp to help prepare each individual for their next step in cheerleading! This camp is open to both individuals and school squads.

Cyndi Glenn is the basketball cheerleading coach at JPII. Coach Glenn has over 25 years of coaching experience with cheerleaders of all ages. She has been the basketball cheerleading coach at JPII since 2006.

---

**History of Warfare through Dodgeball**  
**Paul Saboe**  
**paul.saboe@jp2hs.org**  
Ages 8 to 15

Competitions and conflicts that involve dodging and launching projectiles have existed throughout history and can be traced to the development of siege equipment and artillery. Leaving warfare aside, camp participants will have the opportunity to engage in a number of fun, physical competitions that promote physical well being, strength and conditioning, tactics, leadership, and teamwork. Specifically, students will engage in games of traditionally and modified dodge ball, the JPII favorite “battle ball”, traditional kickball, the JPII variation of “clump ball”, and “Bombard”. All the while, students will enjoy mini-lectures on the uses, successes, and failures of artillery from ancient history through current conflicts.

For bio see page 3.
**June 10th - June 14th  12:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.**

**Myths and Legends Camp (New Offering)**

**Ages 5 to 13**  
Michael Patton  
michael.paton@jp2hs.org

Campers will discuss and learn about various legends from Greek, Roman, Egyptian, and American mythology. We will complete daily activities, while learning about the art of storytelling. Campers will learn about various Greek myths and legends, including Zeus and the Olympians, as well as stories involving Hercules, Odysseus, and others. In addition, we will discuss myths from other cultures, including Roman, Egyptian, and Norse legends. Finally, American tales will be introduced, including Johnny Appleseed, Paul Bunyan, and others.

Michael Patton has taught English at JPII for seven years and has been teaching for 20 years overall. The Odyssey and other myths are among his favorite stories to teach.

**Tennis**

**Ages 7 to 13**  
Danny Castro  
danny.castro@jp2hs.org

This camp is designed for children with little or no previous tennis experience. Emphasis will be on fundamentals, basic principles of stroke production, as well as learning to hit the ball back and forth through games. Low compression balls and smaller courts are used to ensure children have better control and experience success from the very beginning. Campers should bring their own tennis racquet.

Danny Castro is entering his 8th season as the head coach at JPII for both the men and women’s team. He played collegiate tennis from 1998 to 2001 at UT Martin where he helped the Men’s Sky Hawks to four consecutive top-three finishes in the Ohio Valley Conference. He is a USPTA Certified Coach and currently serves as the Head Pro at Summercrest Tennis Club in Ridgetop and Indian Lake Swim & Tennis in Hendersonville.

**Baseball**

**Ages 5 to 14**  
Chris Parker  
chris.parker@jp2hs.org

JPII Fundamentals Baseball Camp will be lead by the Head Baseball Coach Chris Parker and his coaching staff and players. It will be held at the always-green Servpro Field on the campus of JPII. Campers will be taught the fundamentals of throwing, catching, pitching, fielding, base running, base stealing, and hitting. Along with these skills campers will learn life lessons to help them grow as individuals on and off the baseball field. Campers must bring their baseball gear, cleats and tennis shoes.

Chris Parker is the head baseball coach at JPII. In his 20 plus years coaching he has had numerous players sign college scholarships and play professionally. Coach Parker is the only coach in the history of Tennessee high school baseball to lead four different programs to the state tournament. Coach Parker is also the head coach of Team Tennessee, which takes the 20 best underclassmen each year to Oklahoma to compete in the prestigious Sunbelt Classic. Since taking over Team Tennessee, he has led them to three Sunbelt Classic Championships and three runners up finishes since 2010. He has also been a part of USA Baseball the past five years, serving on numerous task forces and coaching in the 12u National Open in 2016, and now serves as the state director of Tennessee for USA Baseball.

**June 17th - June 21st  9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.**

**Beginning Level Robotics**

**Ages 10 to 14**  
Rebecca Jansing-Kaestner  
rebecca.jk@jp2hs.org

Do you like building cars? Would you like to make a ballerina dance? In Beginning Robotics, campers will learn to build and program a Lego Mindstorm robot. The emphasis will be on getting the robot to move, turn, and utilize sensors. In the spirit of FIRST Lego League, campers will use cooperation within a competition setting to solve problems.

Rebecca Jansing-Kaestner is a science teacher at JPII. Mrs. J.K. has been teaching science for 25 years. Over the past five years, she has been involved in LEGO robotics programs. She was trained at Carnegie-Mellon’s Robotics Academy. Their philosophy is teaching through competition in the classroom.

**Dinosaur Dig Expedition**

**Ages 4 to 10**  
Susan Deely  
susan.deely@jp2hs.org

If you like dinosaurs and have every thought about being a paleontologist, you will enjoy this class. Students will learn about dinosaurs, fossils, plate tectonics, the ice age, and how to excavate. Students will go on hikes around JPII campus to learn about the land, experience where dinosaurs roamed once, learn about TN history of dinosaurs, and may even find some real fossils that are on the JPII campus. Hands will be in clay, dirt, mud, and ice.

For bio, see page 7.

**Essay Writing for High School Students**

**Ages 12 to 18**  
Paul Saboe  
paul.saboe@jp2hs.org

Through a variety of fun and entertaining exercises and drills, campers will be taught the basics of identifying different types of essay questions, forming a thesis statement, crafting a topic sentence, gathering facts and details, presenting careful analysis, and incorporating information from primary source documents. This promises to be a great way to better master essay writing in the Social Sciences and to get a leg up for the upcoming academic year.

For bio see page 4.

**Dance**

**Ages 5 to 12**  
Jessami Jacobson  
knightstarscoach@gmail.com

Are you ready to dance at JPII Knight Stars Dance Camp? Coach Jessami Jacobson and the JPII dance team will teach campers jazz, pom and hip hop routines, along with dance technique and fun games. The focus of this camp is to learn and perfect dance skills performed on a dance team, and to have fun!

Jessami Jacobson is the head dance coach at JPII. She has choreographed for many middle, high school, and college dance teams, winning several state titles. She is a former member of the nationally ranked University of Memphis Dance Team, and has danced for the NBA as a member of the Memphis Grizzlies Dance Team.

**Beginner Level Robotics**

**Rebecca Jansing-Kaestner  rebecca.jk@jp2hs.org**

**Dance**

**Jessami Jacobson  knightstarscoach@gmail.com**

**Essay Writing for High School Students**

**Paul Saboe  paul.saboe@jp2hs.org**
**Girls Lacrosse**
Ages 7 to 14
The Girls Lacrosse Camp will focus on the fundamentals of the game. Players will work on catching, throwing, and cradling along with some offensive and defensive strategies. This camp will help players to improve upon their stick skills, dodging, and defensive positions.

Mary Leonard ‘11 is the head women’s lacrosse coach at JPII. She is a graduate of JPII and went on to play Division I lacrosse for four years at Davidson College. She has also coached travel lacrosse teams in Tennessee and North Carolina and is the middle school lacrosse coach for the Hendersonville Knights.

**Musical Stars: “ANNIE, Kids” (All Day)**
Zac Campbell
Ages 7 to 12

Nurturing our childhood imagination through theatre, young artists will create and perform ANNIE Kids! in 1 week. In this technological age, it is easy to become disconnected from others. Musicals are about making connections through stories. Children will explore the magical world of theatre through dancing, singing, and acting. Due to the work/rehearsals needed for a musical this is a 'double' camp. We will use the morning and afternoon sessions for auditions, rehearsals, and technical support. Come shine in the spotlight. There will be a performance for the public at the end of the week that incorporates all that was shared throughout the week.

A few of this camp’s benefits are to challenge the individual artist to explore their fullest potential, build confidence in group projects and getting their voice heard, develop the young artist’s discipline in theatre, discover individual contributions as a necessary part of the whole project, and create friendships that last a lifetime.

COST $290

Zac J. Campbell is proud to be the JPII director of theatre arts. He teaches an active theatre curriculum to include: beginning/intermediate theatre, honors acting, and stage craft. Having earned his M.F.A. in Acting, with a specialty in movement, from UNCG, he is well versed in voice, movement, stage combat, and acting for the camera. In 2004, Zac was the co-founding director of Footlight Players at Indiana University. In 2004, Zac was the co-founding director of Footlight Players at Indiana University.

**Tennis**
Ages 7 to 13

This camp is designed for children with little or no previous tennis experience. Emphasis will be on fundamentals, basic principles of stroke production, as well as learning to hit the ball back and forth through games. Low compression balls and smaller courts are used to ensure children have better control and experience success from the very beginning. Campers should bring their own tennis racquet.

For bio, see page 12.

**Computer Coding Kids (New Offering)**
Cara Wade
Ages 7-12

Whether you are code master or new to coding you are welcome at Computer Coding Kids! Campers will learn how to computer code using unplugged and plugged activities. Campers will discover that computer science is important to many parts of our lives, and that computer scientists do more than just program computers. The camp will begin with unplugged games that scaffold to age appropriate challenges. Computer coding campers will learn to think creatively, work collaboratively, and reason systematically.

Cara Wade is a curriculum writer for a national STEM nonprofit focusing on computer science, biology, and engineering. She has led STEM/STEAM implementations as a teacher, district coach, and director.

**History of Warfare through Zombies (New Offering)**
Paul Saboe
Ages 9-18

This camp is for those who love the history of the unconventional and the unusual. For the first time ever, this camp will focus exclusively on unconventional warfare, including how to combat the spread of biological and chemical agents and how to deal with the threat of zombies. Using the Axis and Allies Zombies boardgame, Zombie variation of the Risk boardgame, history lectures, and a focus on the World War Z movie and book, campers will learn how warfare can sometimes involve the unexpected and how to deal with the unexpected.

For bio, see page 4.

**Art Camp for Younger Kids (New Offering)**
Susan Deely
Ages 4 to 10

Students will explore texture, abstract art, shapes, images, depth and patterns using chalk, paint, pens, pencils, glue, crayons, glitter, water art, and so much more. Students will learn techniques associated with the projects as well as have a lot of fun in the process. There are differences from the last two years of the course so the same students will continue to learn new art forms with new art projects.

For bio, see page 7.
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BEGINNING LEVEL ROBOTICS
Ages 10 to 14
Do you like building cars? Would you like to make a ballerina dance? In Beginning Robotics, campers will learn to build and program a Lego Mindstorm robot. The camp will be taught by Mrs. Haley Topper, an expert in STEM education.

Haley Topper
haley.topper@jp2hs.org

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE JPII INNOV8 PROGRAM

BOYS LACROSSE
Ages 7 to 14
JPII Boys Lacrosse Camp is designed to develop players’ fundamental skills and field sense. Campers are organized by age and ability for position work and team competition. Activities include daily scrimmages, intense position work, and detailed attention to the fundamentals of the game such as passing, catching, cradling, shooting, dodging, defense, and scooping. The coaching staff will provide each athlete with an evaluation designed to assist the athlete in his on-going effort to improve his play. Campers that own equipment should bring their lacrosse sticks and all gear. JPII will lend sticks and equipment to campers as needed.

Bob Page
bob.page@jp2hs.org

CREATIVE WRITING CAMP
Ages 8 to 12
Creative Writing Camp introduces campers to the fun of language through word games, group stories, poetry, and short stories. Creative Writers will learn the tricks that great authors use to create curious characters, pleasing poetry, and silly stories. Campers will be highly engaged and amused while learning valuable critical thinking, language and literature skills. Camps will be taught by Jennifer Smith, a bilingual teacher.

Jennifer Smith
jennifer.smith@jp2hs.org

Digital Media Camp
Ages 9 to 16
Campers will explore creating original content through blogging, podcasting, and producing short videos. In addition to using creative writing skills to blog, campers will be choosing interesting topics, researching, outlining, creating intriguing discussions, and editing audio and video content.

For bio, see page 8.

FANTASY BASEBALL: EXPLORING BASEBALL
Ages 9 to 16
Campers will learn about, discuss, and analyze various baseball statistics, both traditional and modern. We will attempt to rank players throughout history and will assess the hot topics and current game before looking at the future. Campers will draft a fantasy team and will learn the metrics that are most important to observe when making free agent decisions.

Michael Patton
michael.patton@jp2hs.org

JUNE 24TH - JUNE 28TH 9:00 A.M. - 12:00 P.M.

June 24th - June 28th
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

JUNE 24TH - JUNE 28TH 12:30 P.M. - 3:30 P.M.
CAMP FEES & IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Cost:
All Camps*: $145
*Golf Camp is $170
*Bowling Camp is $165
*Musical Stars: "ANNIE, Kids" Camp is $290

Optional Fees:
Weekly lunch = $30
Before Care = $40 - 7:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m
After Care = $50 - 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Before and After Care = $75
*Campers should bring something to do during before and after care, as entertainment will not be provided.

Meal Plans:
Campers have the option of bringing their own lunch or purchasing a meal from the dining hall each day. Weekly meal plans are also available for $30/week and include an entrée, side, and beverage (milk, juice, water and fountain drinks). Should your camper wish to purchase extra items or snacks throughout the day, please send cash. For more information about the dining hall or meal plans, please contact Taylar Collins at taylar.collins@jp2hs.org or 615-590-6033.

What to Bring?
Campers should bring a water bottle, snack, change for the vending machines, and sunscreen for outdoor camps. Campers should also wear comfortable clothing and appropriate shoes.

What NOT to Bring?
We recommend campers not bring valuables to camp (iPads, iPods, large amounts of cash, Gameboys, PSP’s, etc.) as his/her bags may be unattended at times.

Important
► Full payment is due with registration.
► Registration will be closed once a camp is at capacity.
► Camp fees are non-refundable after May 1, 2019.
► Refunds must be requested in writing prior to May 1, 2019. If a camper must withdraw, a processing fee of $50 will be charged.
► JPII reserves the right to cancel a camp if it is not filled to capacity or if unforeseen circumstances arise.
► Parents, please escort your camper to check-in on the first day.
► Parents, please let us know if there are any medical conditions or custody considerations for your camper that we should be aware of.
► Parents, campers MUST be signed out by a parent or designated individual at the end of camp each day.

Questions? Contact us…
Paul Saboe, Summer Camp Coordinator
camp@jp2hs.org or (615) 822-2375

REGISTER ONLINE AT www.jp2hs.org/camp